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Contact Information
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Message from the Chair of the Board

T

here are two great pleasures that come with the privilege of serving
as the Chair of TLC’s Board of Directors. The first is the incentive
to get out and visit the sites that TLC has been involved in protecting.
There is no better way to appreciate the significance, or the extent, of
the work that our staff, volunteers and members have done, and continue to do, than to walk the land, breathe the air, examine the details
and listen to the stories associated with these sites. It’s impossible
to leave without feeling a true sense of pride and satisfaction in what
we are accomplishing; in knowing that these wonderful treasures will
be here and available to our grandchildren and their grandchildren to
enjoy, just as we do.
The second is the opportunity to meet with so many of our dedicated
members and supporters. When people share with me their passions and motivations for being involved with TLC, I can’t help but be
inspired to work even harder. When they talk to me about their hopes
and dreams for the work we are doing – and still need to do – it makes
me realize, again, that we are all involved in something bigger than
ourselves - and that will help bring about a deep-rooted culture of conservation in our society that will endure for generations.
As the Board of Directors and our senior managers gather around the
boardroom table to deal with the many challenges of keeping an organization like TLC healthy and stable, it is so important that we not lose
sight of our real objectives. It is our job to ensure that TLC continues
to have the capacity and the ability to help our members realize their
hopes and dreams. It is our job not to succumb to the day-to-day challenges, or let them change our objectives, but continually to find the
ways past them.
Times are tough, to be sure. Charities and non-profit organizations
everywhere are feeling the pinch, and TLC is no exception. In our
case, we are also still digging ourselves out of the huge financial and
operational problems caused by our internal problems of last spring.
However, we are making great strides forward, as this Annual Report
will show, and with your continued support I am confident that we will
continue to achieve our objective of protecting special places, forever,
for everyone.
Thank you for your tremendous support!
					
					

Alastair Craighead
Chair, Board of Directors
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Alastair Craighead, Chair, TLC

“...we are all involved in something
tremendously important and worthwhile, something
that is bigger than
ourselves, and that
will help bring about
a deep-rooted culture
of conservation in
our society that will
endure for generations.”

Your Board of Directors				

as of April 30, 2010

Left to Right:
Alastair Craighead (Chair); Briony Penn (Vice-Chair); David Merner (Secretary); Cheryl Bryce (Treasurer); Ken Millard;
Frances Pugh; Todd Wong; Gary Holman
Also serving this year were:
Magnus Bein; Elspeth McVeigh; Barry Glickman; Carol Pickup; and from the previous Board: Brent Nichols; Richard
Hankin; Peta Alexander; Judith Brand; Colin Gablemann; Karin Lengger; Dave Zehnder

Your Management Team				

as of April 30, 2010

Left to Right:
Bill Turner (Executive Director); Ian Fawcett (Deputy Executive Director); Nichola Walkden (Deputy Executive Director);
Kathleen Sheppard (Director of Operations); John Keller (Director of Development); Lorelle Posten (Chief Financial
Officer)

Your Staff Team				

		

as of March 2010

CURRENT STAFF (as of Sept 2010 - does not include our great summer students or casual staff)
Field and Site Staff: Deborah Hudson (VI Region); Dennis Kangasniemi (VI Region); Kai Petoom (VI Region – Int); Jeff
de Jong (Abkhazi); Irene Ambeault (Abkhazi); Manon Tremblay (Abkhazi); Kris Houweling (Abkhazi); Jessica Clutchey
(Abkhazi); Jay Rastogi (Wildwood); Cuyler Page (Craigflower); Angie Pass (Craigflower); Nicole Haddad (Keating);
Sharon Curtis (Potholes); AJ Low (Potholes); Tamsin Baker (LM Region); Laura Ralph (LM Region); Barry Booth (North
Region); Emily Nilsen (KO Region); Alyson Skinner (OK Region); Bianka Sawicz (OK Region); Daris Piper (OK Region);
Dave Dittrich (Hardy Mtn);
Development Staff: Wendy Innes; Heather Skydt; Alison Spriggs; Jennifer Hobson; Maureen Moore; Mike Murray; Jill
Walker; Jade Vovers; Valerie Jane Watkins; John Nagle; Andrea Kaufmann; Shahriar Pedram; Nicole Coupland
Head Office & Enterprises Staff: Shawn Empey (Info Tech); Connie Pedersen (Head Office) Agnes Kruitbos (Accounting); Lori Fisher (Accounting); Nick Morely (TLCE); Dianna Stenberg (TLCE); Erika Verlinden (TLCE – Int.);
On leave: Christina Waddle (VI Region); Tara Todesco (VI Region); Paula Rodriguez de la Vega (OK Region)
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Message from the Executive Director

M

any years from now, when someone takes up a pen to write about
the history of The Land Conservancy, they will look back at this
past year as one of the more definitive periods that shaped the character
of our organization.
As members will recall only too well, we began the year in turmoil.
Our Board of Directors had just parted ways with its Executive Director
(me) and senior management, and was raising serious questions about
the very nature and the mandate of TLC. Should we continue to press
forward, building TLC around a proactive, energetic and broad conservation agenda, as we had for the past 12 years, or should we, as the Board
suggested, retrench and cut back, adopting a narrower view of our role,
a much more conservative approach and, essentially, wait for better
times?
These actions prompted a strong and decisive response from the
membership, resulting in an early vote for the full Board of Directors.
The membership made it quite clear what kind of an organization they
wanted, and chose to replace the entire Board with a new one that was
committed to continuing a broad, dynamic approach. The new Board
took office in August, reinstating me at the same time.

And that’s when the real challenges began. Our main focus was to get
the organization back on its feet, stabilized and moving forward again. It
was not going to be easy. We were in dire straits, both financially and organizationally. We were also in the midst of the deepest global recession
in decades. But, with a carefully thought out plan, a cautious, step-bystep approach, and a great deal of hard work by many people, we have
been able to get things back on track.
I want to be very clear about this. We are not yet where we need to be
– we still have some significant financial challenges ahead of us – but we
are now headed in the right direction. We have a renewed organizational framework in place that is providing a good foundation from which
we can plan for the future. Our new Board’s capacity is growing by leaps
and bounds. Our staff team is working as effectively as they ever have.
Our membership levels are at their highest ever, and continuing to grow.
Our partners are, once again, keen to work with us. Our donor base is
being rebuilt. And we are making good progress in retiring debt.
There’s an old saying that “what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger,”
and I think in TLC’s case this is very true. When faced with the potential
demise of our organization, our members thought hard about what’s really important to them, and responded. I firmly believe that despite the
struggles of the past year we will emerge stronger than ever.
				
				

Bill Turner
Executive Director
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Bill Turner, Executive Director, TLC

“We are not yet
where we need to
be...
but we are now
headed in the right
direction.”

Photo: John Hasell

The Year in Review

It’s been a long, steep climb...
		 but the results are worth the effort!

Photo: John Hasell

Building a Strong and
Stable Foundation

W

hen TLC set out on its journey, in 1997, to become
British Columbia’s “National
Trust”, we knew that we had to
move quickly if we were to have
an impact. The special places
in our communities and around
the province, that we all care
so much about, were being lost
every day, and it appeared to
many that not very much was
being done – or could be done –
about it.
In response, TLC deliberately adopted a strategy to grow quickly,
to build the capacity needed to
do the job, to demonstrate to
the public that something could
indeed be done to protect British
Columbia’s natural, cultural and
agricultural heritage, and that
they could count on us to help
lead the way.
This strategy proved to be
tremendously successful and
we soon built a reputation as an
organization that gets results.
Along the way, we engaged
thousands of people in our
work, fostered strong relationships with government and with
many partners and were able
to protect many special places
that would otherwise have been
destroyed or lost. People began
to believe that something could
be done!
But, of course, this successful
strategy was not without its cost.
It certainly pushed all of TLC’s
resources – financial, human and
organizational – to the limit. As
we continued to grow and our

operational needs increased
while our flexibility decreased,
this became more of a problem.
Three years ago we began a process of strategic changes to our
operations, coupled with some
planned organizational shifts that
would allow us to work in a more
structured way and to focus
more on the needs of our organization itself. A new plan was
developed and articulated in our
document: Moving Forward...
TLC in the Next Five Years, which
can be found on our website.
Unfortunately, no sooner had
we begun to put this plan in
place, than we began to feel the
impacts of the downturn in the
economy. This, coupled with our
own internal problems of last
year have knocked us off-stride
to some extent, forcing us to
concentrate more on, simply,
surviving.
Since the new Board was elected
in August, we have begun systematically to address many of
the structural and operational
adjustments necessary to work
our way out of “survival mode”
and to move forward with the
next phase of TLC’s development. Following are some of the
key actions taken:
• One of our first steps was to
hire a new Chief Financial Officer, Lorelle Posten, to provide
us with greater capacity for
financial planning and for
handling our complex financontinued...
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A Record of Success
In just thirteen years, TLC has
built a remarkable record of
success. We have grown into
one of the most dynamic and
most respected land trusts in
Canada, with a reputation for
getting things done. Some
highlights:
•

Our membership is over
8,200, and growing by
about 200 per month.

•

More than 25,000 people
have made a financial
contribution to our work.

•

Every year over 120,000
people visit the sites we
have protected.

•

700 volunteers are currentlly active. Over the
years, we estimate that
more than 5,000 people
have volunteered their
time and enegy to our
cause.

•

More than 350 individual
sites, covering more than
125,000 acres have been
protected through our
work.

•

We retain ownership and
management of 50 of
these sites.

•

250 sites are covenanted
properties that we monitor on a regular basis.

•

We have directly raised
more than $75 million for
our conservation work
and have leveraged an
estimated $100 million
more from our partners
and from government.

...continued

cial operations. With Lorelle’s
help we are also working to
improve the timeliness and
clarity of our financial reporting so that it is more accessible
and understandable for all.
• We have invested in, and
reorganized our fundraising team in order to increase
our reach and to establish
more stable and predictable
revenue sources. This has
included the establishment
of new Membership Recruitment teams in both the lower
Vancouver Island area and the
Lower Mainland. This project
is still in its pilot phase, but has
already increased membership
by 1,800. Should it continue
to show results, we will look at
expanding it further.
• To ensure that our infrastructure is sound and as effective
as possible, the Board and
management have undertaken a thorough review of our
governance and management
structures, including all reporting and monitoring activities.
As well, we are in the midst
of reviewing and revising our
entire policy framework. This
will lead into a comprehensive
strategic planning process,
starting later this year, that will
seek out and engage the views
of the membership.

Risk Assessment
As part of our ongoing efforts to enhance TLC’s operations, and
continue to strengthen our organizational base, TLC recently
enlisted the help of Deloitte & Touche, an international management consulting firm. Deloitte & Touche were asked to review our
operations and the supporting policy and governance framework
to help us determine whether there are gaps or deficiencies in
our systems that could lead to undue or unnecessary risks to the
organization, our assets or our members.
Deloitte staff reviewed documentation, spent time in the office
monitoring activities, interviewed key personnel, probed into
areas of planning and management strategies and examined our
financial sustainability. With this information, they then assessed
the areas where they felt there should be adjustments made or
additional work done to mitigate any potential risks.
While overall, Deloitte felt that TLC’s operations were appropriate,
well delivered and well managed, they found, as expected, a few
areas needing attention. These deficiencies were not surprises,
nor were they particularly difficult to address. For the most part
they involved further policy development and planning activities,
Board orientation, records management and security provisions,
and some suggestions regarding cash flow management.
Many of the gaps identified were in areas where work has been
ongoing, but has not yet been completed, often due to resource
shortages. A work plan has been developed to address all of the
issues raised in the report, and will be completed by the end of
the year.
More details on the work plan can be found on our website.

• To help with our infrastructure
and operations review, we
have sought the views of three
experts in the field of nonprofit governance, as well as
the firm of Deloitte & Touche
who have provided a control /
risk analysis of our operations.
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The Year in Review – Activities and Accomplishments

Saving the Farm

TLC Completes Acquisition of Madrona Farm
Photo: Ian C. Baird

“This project has changed
our lives. David and I are
lmost three years ago, David
true believers that a comand Nathalie Chambers approached TLC with a proposal
munity is one of the most
for us to acquire Madrona Farm.
powerful forces in nature,
The farm was owned by David’s
and if we all stand together
family and was poised to be
there is no problem too big
transferred from one generation to the next - and that meant for us to solve! Our comthe farm had to be sold so the
munity now has a working
proceeds could be distributed
model for sustainable agriamong the family members.
culture and food security is
It is a common dilemma that con- on the horizon. Thank you
everyone who had a hand
fronts farm families all too often
across Canada, and results in the
in helping this campaign,
inevitable loss of productive farm and especially The Land
land and local food security.
Conservancy for stepping
up to the plate.”
But in this case, David and

A

Nathalie – who are currently
operating the farm – wanted to
see the property remain intact
and producing food for the
community. They were looking
for an alternative to the status
quo. Their enthusiasm and their
determination were inspiring
and infectious, and TLC agreed to
help. We are trying to find new
models to support a sustainable
agricultural sector in B.C., and
this project held great promise.
Located just a 10 minute drive
from downtown Victoria, Madrona Farm provides food to
over 3,500 homes in the Greater
Victoria area. The 27-acre farm

Nathalie Chambers

produces a great diversity of
crops – 105 varieties – during all
12 months of the year. Some of
the produce goes to a number
of Victoria’s finest restaurants,
and some goes to the local food
bank. But most of Madrona’s
customers pick up their food directly from the farm gate. Truly,
this is what community-based
agriculture is all about.
After a relatively slow start, the
campaign to raise funds began to
pick up momentum. With many
creative and fun events, great
support from the local media,
restaurants and their chefs,
institutions like the Salmon Kings
hockey team and Mayfair Shopping Centre and students at several area schools, the campaign
caught the public’s attention.
Almost 3,000 donors later, including major contributions from
the Farmlands Trust, Victoria
Foundation, local Victoria residents Ed Johnson, Mel McDonald
and 101-year-old couple Helen
and Glenn Saywer, and a lastminute anonymous donor, we
were able to declare that the
farm was saved.

Photo: Heather Skydt
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A long-term lease has now been
provided to David and Nathalie
to keep Madrona in production.

Special Places.
Forever, for Everyone.

I

n addition to the Madrona Farm campaign, TLC was also involved in
a number of other significant transactions over the past year that
brought 1,900 more acres of important habitat and greenspace under
protection.
•

Luke Creek Wildlife Corridor: this acquistion, part of a multiphase purchase of prime conservation land from Teck Metals
adds a further 355 acres to the more than 2,000-acre Wildlife
Corridor already protected in the Kimberley area. Funds for this
purchase were donated by the Columbia Basin Trust and the
Columbia Fish & Wildlife Compensation Fund. The site contains
important riparian, grassland and aspen habitat, as well as habitat for rare species such as the American badger.

•

Island View Beach: purchased on behalf of the CRD, this acquisition adds a further 25 acres to the Island View Beach Regional
Park in Central Saanich.

•

Maltby Lake: TLC was left a share of this property as part of the
estate of Catherine Holmes. This 188-acre property along the
shore of Maltby Lake in Saanich contains several rare ecosystems,
including rock outcrops and riparian/wetland areas. Maltby
Lake is one of very few lakes on Vancouver Island that supports a
population of fresh water jellyfish.

Campground
& Cottages
After being closed for the
entire 2009 season, due to
construction delays and other
challenges, the Sooke Potholes
Campground re-opened this
summer, and indications are
that it has enjoyed its best
year ever.
The campground features 60
campsites at the north end of
the Sooke Potholes Regional
Park. Situated alongside the
Sooke River, it is a wonderful
place for families to get outside and experience nature.
It’s also an ideal starting point
for more ambitious forays into
the Sooke Hills, or along the
Galloping Goose Trail.
The campground season
ended on Labour Day, and we
will re-open again next May.

•

Transfers from Turtle Island Earth Stewards: this small land trust
operating mostly in the interior of B.C. was unable to continue
operating. Fortunately, TLC was available and able to take on the
responsibility for two small properties (total 2.5 acres) in Naramata and Christina Lake, a 160-acre covenant in Dunster and 2
small covenants in Enderby and Armstrong.

TLC’s cottages have also done
well this past year, particularly
Baldwin House and Monks
Point Park. Improvements
have also been made on a
number of the sites.

•

Conservation Covenants:  TLC entered into an additional six
conservation covenants with landowners who are making a lasting commitment to protect key environmental values on their
property.
• Elkington Forest Covenant: 950 acres in Shawnigan Lake
• Glen Lake Covenant: 4 acres in Langford
• Windfalls Nature Conservancy: 12 acres in Vernon
• Woodward Covenant: 119 acres in Chilliwack
• McRea, Homer & Van Covenant: 24 acres in Sooke
• Stebbings Covenant: 65 acres in Shawnigan Lake

The campground and cottage
programs are operated by
TLC Enterprises Ltd., a whollyowned business venture of
TLC. Its purpose is to pursue
profit-making opportunities
to help generate funds for our
charitable work. In addition to
the current operations, we are
currently developing plans to
expand the cottage program
and are considering development of new ventures that will
generate new revenues for
TLC’s work.

Photo: Kathryn Martell
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The Year in Review – Caring for Our Properties

Heritage
Restoration

Significant Restoration Work
Progresses at Four TLC Sites
•

•

Hardy Mountain Doukhobor
Village: Our staff and volunteers completed exterior
restoration of the front and
back porches of the main
house (Dom) as well as brick
work over the past year, and
began restoration of the
interior walls.
Ross Bay Villa: Work continued on the interior rooms
and, in particular, the dining
room. The finished period
restoration was unveiled at
the Labour Day Lawn Party.

Photo: Dennis Kangasniemi

The magnificently restored Dining Room at Ross Bay Villa.

This meticulous restoration
work, in which every detail
is appropriate to the 1860s
represents an astonishing
labour of love by a number
of heritage professionals,
skilled artisans and a dedicated crew of volunteers.
•

Historic Joy Kogawa House:
Conservation plans and

drawings have now been
completed for restoration
work that will help us best
interpret and adaptively reuse this unique historic site.
•

Keating Farm:  Work to
stabilize the great hall was
completed this year, giving
time for us to develop more
detailed restoration plans.

Wildwood Ecoforestry Site
Moving Forward with the Forest Management Plan

Ten years ago, when Merv and Anne Wilkinson approached TLC about
taking on the responsibility for looking after Wildwood we spent a lot
of time discussing plans and options for the future of the site. Merv
and Anne were very worried that, without TLC’s involvement, the site
could pass on to others who would be more interested in developing
it for their own benefit. They wanted TLC to ensure that Wildwood
would forever remain a demonstration ecoforestry site and education
centre, celebrating and continuing the legacy that Merv had built over
the years. TLC made that commitment and continues to honour it
today.

Photo: Jade Vovers

Examining some of the remains
of the 2009 cut at Wildwood.

To help with the task, at Merv’s urging, we developed a partnership
with the Ecoforestry Institute to manage the forestry aspects of the
site. This group of ecoforesters, many of whom had learned their
craft from Merv, took on the huge task of creating an inventory of the
site, documenting Merv’s strategies and approaches, and developing
a Forest Management Plan. The draft of this plan was provided to us
this year, and is now in the process of being finalized. This was a tremendous amount of work, all done on a voluntary basis, and we are
immensely grateful for their efforts and for their ongoing guidance.
With their help, we conducted our first (relatively small) cut this past
year and will soon be implementing a regular harvesting regime, in
accordance with the Forest Management Plan.
- 11 -

The Year in Review – Current Campaigns

Wild Hills &
Beaches
T

his past year saw TLC launch one of the largest
and most substantial campaigns in our history.
In partnership with the Capital Regional District
we have negotiated the purchase of 5,800 acres
of spectacular conservation and recreational land
on southern Vancouver Island. Once acquired,
the land will be designated as regional park. TLC
will hold conservation covenants on the land, to
ensure it will remain, forever, as park. The aquisition includes 3.5 km of beachfront shoreline at
Sandcut Beach and at Jordan River (including the
famed surfing beaches) and a key section of land
in the Sooke Hills, adjacent to Sooke Potholes
Regional Park. This section of the Sooke Hills
contains the historic Harrison Trail, and is the
largest remaining component of the community’s
grand vision of a Sea to Sea Greenbelt around the
Capital Region (it will now be 90% completed).
The total price for these lands is $15.7 million.
The CRD will fund two-thirds of this purchase,
and TLC (and other partners) will make our best
efforts to raise the remainder ($5.5 million). Over
$2.3 million of this target has already been received, including a $2 million contribution by the
Province and very generous donations from Victoria resident Alex Campbell and from BC Nature.

Photo: Sylvan Mably

Above: the falls at Sandcut Beach
Below: VIH Helicopters Ltd. donated flying time to help
us get spectacular photos and videos of the Sea to Sea
Blue-Greenbelt, like this image of Shields Lake

This project will be completed in three phases,
over three years. The first phase concluded this
summer, and the first parcels of land have been
transferred to the CRD. It is hoped that the CRD
will be able to open Sandcut Beach as a regional
park later this year.

Photo: Heath Moffatt

The Wild Hills and Beaches campaign is also TLC’s
first project that has factored carbon offsets as a
partial funding mechanism. Every acre of forested
or undeveloped land that TLC protects acts as an
important carbon sink. TLC is working with the
Land Trust Alliance of B.C.’s Living Carbon venture
to ensure conservation offsets used are of the
highest standard and transparency.

Photo: Heath Moffatt
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The Year in Review – Current Campaigns

Clearwater Wetlands
and Wildlife Corridor

Horsefly River
Expansion

I

S

ince 1999, TLC has been
involved in helping to create and manage the Horsefly
River Riparian Conservation Area
(HRRCA). This is over 1,000 acres
of riparian (river-side) habitat
stretching for almost 12 km
through one of the most important sockeye salmon spawning
areas in the world.

n partnership with renowned
lichenologist and naturalist
Trevor Goward and neighbours
John and Edwina Kurta, TLC is
embarking on a very exciting and
important project in the Clearwater River Valley.
Our intent is to create a permanent wildlife corridor that
connects two separated portions
of southern Wells Gray Provincial
Park. Currently, the area’s large
mammals must travel across
unprotected private property on
their spring and fall migrations.
Private property in this area is
under increasing development
pressure.
The acquisition will involve purchase of three parcels (38 acres
total) and the donation of an
additional 76 acres from Goward
and the Kurtas. In addition to
the wildlife corridor, this project
will also protect over 70 acres of
wetlands and a 10-acre meadow
that is home to Canada’s most
diverse population of Moonwort
Ferns (twelve species, four of
which are threatened or endangered).

Photo: Jason Hollinger

We currently have the opportunity to purchase an additional
56-acre parcel immediately
adjacent to the HRRCA, and that
also connects to a section of
Crown land that is noted as critical moose habitat. By acquiring
this parcel, we would effectively
bring another 2 km of the Horsefly River spawning area under
protective control.
This area is also home to significant populations of grizzly and
black bears which congregate
along the river at spawning time.

Photo: Jason Hollinger

Above: Black bear and endangered
Moonwort Fern at Clearwater.
Below: Sockeye spawning at Horsefly.

TLC is seeking $160,000 to fund
this key acquisition.

The site is used extensively by
both grizzly and black bears,
cougar, wolves, moose and deer,
as well as over 130 species of
birds and more than 200 species
of native plants.
TLC and our partners are looking
to raise $350,000 to make this
project a success.
- 13 -

Photo: Cornelius Iwan

Welcoming the World
to British Columbia

P

lanning and preparations moved into a higher gear over the past
few months, as TLC and our partner the Heritage Canada Foundation get ready to welcome National Trusts from around the world
to their biennial conference. To be held in Victoria, October 2011,
the conference is expected to bring some 400 delegates from more
than 40 countries. This will be the 14th International Conference of
National Trust, as in being organized by TLC and HCF on behalf of the
International National Trusts Organization (INTO).
The theme for our conference is:
CONNECTING PEOPLE, PLACES AND STORIES:
New Strategies for Conservation in a Changing World

It will address the current thinking and experiences of National Trusts
regarding the impacts of climate change and cultural changes on the
conservation of the world’s natural and cultural heritage. We will also
explore new approaches to the protection of special places as well as
our more intangible heritage - our stories, traditions, languages, and
cultures. And we will seek new ways to better engage people and
communities in our work.
A more detailed program and an outline of key presenters and speakers will be put together this fall, and conference registration will begin
in January. If you are interested in attending the conference, please
watch the conference website at: www.intoconference.org for more
information as it becomes available.
Also, TLC will be seeking numerous volunteers to help both with the
preparations and with the running of the conference. If you would
like to offer your help, especially during the organizing phase, please
contact Ian Fawcett at: ifawcett@intoconference.org

The Nuu-chah-nulth people in
British Columbia have a saying:
“Hishuk-ish Tsawaak”, which
means “Everything is connected”.
We will embrace this principle as
we move forward to find solutions.
- 14 -

INTO Exchanges
Pay Great
Dividends
One of the objectives of INTO
is to faciltate staff exchanges
between the world’s National
Trusts, to expand the range of
experience and expertise for
our key staff, and to learn from
one another.
This past year we were delighted to host Paul Watler
from the National Trust of
the Cayman Islands. Paul had
recently completed his Master’s degree in Conservation
Biology and was moving into
a Conservation Manager role
with his Trust. Prior to taking
on the job full time, he spent
three months with TLC gaining
some practical experience, and
helping us develop a number
of management plans for our
sites.
This is the seventh exchange
that TLC has participated in,
and each one has had tremendous value for both parties.

Photo: Erika Verlinden

Paul Watler, Cayman Island NT

Treasurer’s Report

A

s TLC members will know,
the 2009-2010 fiscal year
was unusual in so many ways.
For the first quarter of the year,
TLC was governed by an entirely
different Board of Directors,
with different priorities, than at
present. Also, for the next two
quarters, Elspeth McVeigh was
our treasurer, and I only took on
this responsibilty toward the end
of the fiscal year. So, first of all
I want to give recognition to my
predecessors in this role, and to
express all of our appreciation for
their work.

for eco-gifts and other kinds of
donations, and the wide range
of criteria required by our grants
partners, mortgage-holders and
other lenders. To say the least,
it’s complex.

Regardless of the differing
priorities and approaches that
may have been at play over the
year, I believe we have all shared
the same objectives – to see TLC
continue to build a stronger and
more stable financial foundation,
and to ensure that sound financial planning is a fundamental
component of all TLC activities.

Along with our new Chief Financial Officer and other senior
managers, the Board’s Finance
and Audit Committee (a new
Committee of the Whole Board,
which I co-chair along with Gary
Holman) has worked hard this
year to enhance the reporting
of financial information and for
a greater focus (in these difficult
times) on contingency planning.
We’ve also worked hard on the
management of our mortgage
portfolio (achieving some reductions) and on cash flow management.

For me, and for the current
Board, this all starts with making
sure that we fully understand
and have a good grasp on TLC’s
financial operations. I can attest
that this not a simple task. TLC’s
finances are tremendously complex, with transactions at times
stretching over many years and
many phases, with time frames
and deadlines (and corresponding financial needs) changing
regularly. There is also constant
tension between planning needs
and cash flow realities. Add to
that such things as the technicalities of tax planning, rules

In this regard, I want to commend our tremendous accounting and processing staff.
Although there has been a complete changeover of accounting
staff during the year, and they
have often been understaffed
and over-worked, they have kept
our accounts in good shape.

All in all, I believe we are making
significant progress towards our
objectives. Our annual audit
(undertaken again by the firm of
Grant Thornton LLP) has verified
the accuracy and appropriateness of our accounts and our
financial management processes.
With all the appropriate cautions
for a charitable organization,
dependent on fundraising in a
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Cheryl Bryce, Treasurer, TLC

“...I believe we have
all shared the same
objectives – to see
TLC continue to build
a stronger and more
stable financial foundation, and to ensure
that sound financial
planning is a fundamental component of
all TLC activities.”
difficult financial climate, Grant
Thornton has once again provided us with solid advice and
helpful perspectives for enhancing our financial management.
While we are certainly not out of
the financial woods yet, and we
have many financial challenges
still ahead of us, I believe that
we can take heart that we have
survived such a difficult time and
that we now have the opportunity to continue building the
kind of organization we all want
to see.
Thank you for your support.
		
		

Cheryl Bryce,
Treasurer

The Financial Picture
T

LC’s fiscal year runs from May 1 to April 30. Following the close of each fiscal year, our accounts are
audited by an independent professional accounting firm. For the past several years the firm of Grant
Thornton LLP have been appointed (by a resolution of the Members at the Annual General Meeting) as
TLC’s auditors. The following financial statements are an excerpt from this year’s Audited Financial Statements, showing our financial activity for the 2009-2010 fiscal year, ended April 30, 2010. The full version
of the Audited Financial Statements may be downloaded from our website at www.conservancy.bc.ca or
may be requested from our Head Office at 250-479-8053.

TLC Consolidated Statement of Operations

TLC Consolidated Statement of
Financial Position

For year ended April 30, 2010

For year ended April 30, 2010
		

2010

2009

		
		
Revenue
Donations
Grants
Memberships
Other income
Donations in kind
Rental income

Total
(000’s)

Total
(000’s)

3,242
432
372
208
6,159
229

3,118
3,470
382
413
3,798
240

		

10,641

11,420

Expenses
Advertising and promotion
62
Amortization
144
Conferences and seminars
10
Consulting
267
Fundraising
52
Interest and bank charges
33
Interest on long-term debt
255
Insurance
91
Licenses, dues and fees
3
Memberships
4
Office Supplies, printing, postage
78
Professional fees
56
Other expenses
85
Property taxes
78
Rent and utilities
175
Repairs and maintenance
178
Salaries, wages and benefits
1,785
Telephone
65
Transfers to other agencies
1,645
Travel
68
		
Excess of revenue over expenses

		

2010

2009

		
		
Assets
Current
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Prepaids
Inventory
Deposits on land
		
Investments
Capital Assets

Total
(000’s)

Total
(000’s)

261
201
39
52
261
813
135
44,124

343
309
24
28
84
788
336
40,354

136
127
22
152
55
45
394
93
2
4
89
37
128
89
179
119
2,003
78
2,480
108

		

45,072

41,477

Liabilities
Current
Line of Credit
0
Payables and accruals
439
Refundable deposits
0
Deferred rental revenue
0
Deferred membership revenue
55
Endowment Liability
0
Due to (from) other Fund
0
Current portion long-term debt 1,912
		
2,405
Deferred revenue
262
Long-term debt
3,231

173
545
133
94
49
0
0
2,958
3,952
497
3,359

		
5,898
Fund Balances		
Invested in capital assets
40,652
Externally restricted
1,787
Unrestricted
(3,266)

35,802
744
(2,878)

5,136

6,340

		

39,174

33,668

5,506

5,080

		

45,072

41,477

7,809

Note: due to printing requirements, these figures were drawn from a near-final version of the financial statements, and should be
checked against the signed statements for accuracy.
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...and the Financial Story
A

s would be expected in a
year of significant internal
upheaval, and in the face of
such a massive downturn in the
economy, TLC’s financial situation
has been difficult all year long.
During the early part of the year,
our fundraising suffered dramatically, as donors held back pending the outcome of Board elections. However, we were able
to recover much of this revenue
with a more determined appeal
to our supporters during the fall
and winter. Overall, the year
ended 4% higher than the previous year’s donations revenues,
although this included donations
for the Madrona acquisition.
Membership revenues showed
a similar pattern, but ended
the year just slightly down. It is
significant to note, however, that
the new Membership Recruitment program put in place in
the late fall is continuing to
improve and show great promise.
Between August 2009 (when we
first began planning the program)
and now, there has been an increase of 1,800 members (29%).
Grant revenues and revenues
earned from operations were
both reduced from the previous
year, largely due to a reduction
in activities and a lack of staff resources – both of these funding
sources are staff-intensive.
(Note: the large reduction of
more than $3 million in grant
revenues is due to one-time
grants provided in the previous
fiscal year for the purchase of
Skaha Bluffs, Valhalla Mile and
Squamish Mamquam. Funds for
acquisition projects in this year

did not come as grants).
As can be seen from the income
statement, our operating revenue reductions were accommodated, to the extent possible, by
reductions in expenditures. This
included some staffing reductions and cutting back on operations to a limited extent. This is
a delicated balance, as cutting
too deeply into operations also
dampens revenue generation
even further.
Throughout the year, our greatest financial challenge continued
to be cash flow demands. Funds
that are derived from donations
and from grants can be irregular
(even if they are significant),
whereas most expenditure needs
(such as rent and payroll) are
on a tight schedule. This often
means – for TLC just as for many
non-profit organizations – that
money doesn’t always come in
when needed. However, because
TLC has revenue coming from
multiple sources, it does give
us greater flexibility than many
other organizations.
The range of revenue sources is
one of TLC’s strengths. When
one source is depleted, or is
struggling, we are able to switch
focus elsewhere. Also, each
revenue source has its own cyclical nature, with some (such as
revenues from site operations)
being more prominent in the
summer, while others (such as
member donations) are more
prevalent in the fall, which helps
to even out cash flows throughout the year.
Even with these ongoing challenges, we were able to make
- 17 -

some structural improvements
to our finances. We continued
to improve our long-term debt
portfolio (mortgages and loans),
by a reduction of $1.2 million
(19%), and reducing our debtservicing costs during the year by
$139,000 (35%).
Also, as reported earlier in this
document, we have been able
to keep our land protection
program moving forward with a
number of acquisitions and covenants. This activity, balanced
against the transfer of capital
assets (land) to government for
use as park, has netted out to an
increase of $3.6 million in total
assets.
It has always been important
to TLC’s management and our
Board of Directors that we
operate as efficiently as we can,
ensuring that as much of our revenue as possible is retained for
program delivery (including education and outreach, property
management, maintenance and
restoration) and property protection activities (acquisitions and
covenants). While percentages
fluctuate significantly from year
to year, depending upon major
acquisition projects, typically
about 75-80% of our cash revenue is used for these purposes,
while 20-25% is used for administration and our fundraising
activities (including membership
development and stewardship).
In this regard, the 2009-10 fiscal
year was typical.
In sum, it can be stated that the
2009-10 fiscal year achieved its
primary obejectives of: 1) surviving and 2) continuing to strengthen our financial base.

TLC and YOU!
T

LC is about much more than just protecting our province’s Special
Places. As much as anything, TLC is also about finding ways for
people to become directly engaged and involved in conservation
activities; about enabling them to gain a sense of ownership in something important, worthwhile and lasting – not just for the immediate
future, but for our children’s future as well.

Photo: Ben Kangasniemi

We are about creating a “culture of conservation” in British Columbia
that will grow, flourish, and become a way of life.
Engagement and involvement come in many forms. Some like to volunteer their time, to be a part of the day-to-day work that it takes to
be successful in what we do. Others like to attend workshops or other
programs offered by TLC, while still others prefer to visit and enjoy
the properties that TLC has been able to protect. Most significantly,
we all participate directly through our membership, and our financial
and moral support for TLC. We’ve said it many times, but it bears
repeating: TLC could not survive without the generosity and involvement of its members. This is your organization, and you make it work!

Photo: Dennis Kangasniemi

Photo: Tamsin Baker

Photo: Ilana Kronick

Photo: Wendy Innes

Photo: Paula rodriuez de la Vega
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Photo: Erika Verlinden

Photo: Erika Verlinden

THANK YOU!
Photo: Sian James

...to our amazing Volunteers
...to our generous Donors
...to our great Partners
...to our supportive Communities
TLC receives incredible support from so many individuals, businesses,
and organizations that we cannot possibly list everyone. But we do
want everyone who has helped in any way to know how much we
appreciate your support, and how much it is contributing toward the
protection of special places.

Photo: Bill Turner

Photo: Nicole Haddad

We would, however, like to recognize the following agencies who
have provided significant grants to us this year:
Columbia Basin Trust; Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program; Habitat Stewardship Program; Sustainable Forestry Initiative; Wildlife
Habitat Canada; Habitat Conservation Trust Fund; Town of View
Royal; Victoria Foundation; TD Friends of the Environment; Town of
Oliver; Farm Folk / City Folk; West Coast Environmental Law; YMCA/
YWCA Youth Education Internship Program.
We would alslo like to recognize and thank the following businesses
who have made a special effort to help out this year:
Shaw Communications; Victoria Times-Colonist; Q/Zone Radio;
Mayfair Shopping Centre; VIH Helicopters; Victoria Salmon Kings.

PARTICIPATION - Something for Everyone
Here are just a few examples of people getting involved with TLC:
Far page (clockwise from top):

• An owl mask-making workshop for Earth Day at Mayfair
• Skating Under the Stars, also at Mayfair - a fundraiser for TLC
• An Earth Day donation from Penticton Whole Foods
Photo: Dave Dittrich

Photo: Simone Vogel-Horridge

Centre (clockwise from top):

• “Eco-Night” at the Salmon Kings game; Volunteers selling “Green Bands for
Green Lands”
• Visitors enjoy the tranquility and beauty of Abkhazi Garden
• Shaw Bear and Marty the Marmot visit the Sooke Potholes
• Snorkeller and friend enjoy the benefits of the Cowichan Cottage
• Volunteers at Hardy Mountain celebrate the restoration of the porch
• Volunteers at Ross Bay Villa working on the restoration of the Dining Room
• Working Holiday participants at South Winchelsea Island
• Jazz fans enjoy the music at “Jazzi Abkhazi”
• Volunteers from “Telus Day of Service” at B.C. Binning Residence
• Volunteer from Itochu Corp. in Japan repairing the Cowichan Cottage
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One Million Reasons...
“There are a million reasons to become a member of TLC...what’s yours?”
This past year, TLC ran a promotional campaign asking our members this
question, and to send us a photograph of themselves in  their favourite
place , with their answer. As might be expected, the answers were many
and varied. Here are some of our favourites:
• Because sustainability is possible.
• Because live examples are the best teaching tools.
• Because every day should be Earth Day.
• Because we need to make our footprint smaller for future generations.
• Because I want to live, work and play within my community.
• Because fruit and veggies taste better when they are fresh and local.
• Because history is not only in school books.
• Because TLC works to make the trees happy.
• Because we all need to know our roots.
• Because salmon need a place to come home.
• Because we need trees to live and breathe.
• Because conservation doesn’t have borders.
• Because nature allows me to feel alive.
• Because family farmers are everyday heroes.
• Because parkland is our playground, no matter what age.
• Because there are still places so special they leave you speechless.
• Because it is our stories that bind us together.
• Because TLC members work to make our world a better place.
• Because special places are worth more than their price tags.
• Because being a TLC Member is my responsibility to my community.
		

...What’s Yours?

Photo: Heath Moffatt

www.conservancy.bc.ca

